A Select List of Brown County Library Children’s and Teen Books
(Preschool – Teen)

Click on each title below to see the library’s catalog record. Then click on the title in the record for details, current availability, or to place a hold. For additional books and items on this theme, ask your librarian or search the library’s online catalog.

**Picture Books**

*Cinder Edna* – Jackson, Ellen

*Cinderelephant* – Dodd, Emma

*Cinders: A Chicken Cinderella* – Brett, Jan

*Fairly Fairy Tales* – Codell, Esmé Raji (based on various fairy tales)

*Falling for Rapunzel* – Wilcox, Leah

A handsome prince has come to rescue Rapunzel from her tower, if only she could hear his requests. Did he just ask her to throw down her dirty socks? A fun twist on a classic story, sure to induce giggles.

*Gingerbread Man Loose in the School / Gingerbread Man Loose on the Fire Truck* – Murray, Laura

*Goldilocks and Just One Bear* – Hodgkinson, Leah

*Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs* – Willems, Mo

*Huff & Puff* – Rueda, Claudia

*Interstellar Cinderella* – Underwood, Deborah

*Ivan the Terrier* by Catalanotto, Peter (various fairy tales)

*Jack and the Baked Beanstalk* – Stimpson, Colin

*Little Red Hot* – Kimmel, Eric

*Little Red Writing* – Holub, Joan

*Mirror Mirror / Follow, Follow* – Singer, Marilyn (poetry based on various fairy tales)

*Ninja Red Riding Hood / Three Ninja Pigs* – Schwartz, Corey Rosen

*Not Last Night but the Night Before* – McNaughton, Colin (various fairytales)

*Ponyella* – Numeroff, Laura

*Previously* – Ahlberg, Allan (various fairytales)

*The Princess and the Packet of Frozen Peas* – Wilson, Tony

*Princess Wannabe* – Lammle, Leslie (various fairy tales)

*Red Riding Hood and the Sweet Little Wolf* – Mortimer, Rachael
Darn those bards, with their princess-centric tales that shunt the ladies' romantic counterparts off to the side. What about the guys, the various Prince Charmings? Well, four princes set off to get their own names into the stories, instead of being sidelined by Cinderella, Snow White, Rapunzel, and Sleeping Beauty. As they make their way through each other’s tales, they start to find out who they are.

Ivy and the Meanstalk by Dawn Lairamore

Jack: The True Story of Jack and the Beanstalk / Rump: The True Story of Rumpelstiltskin by Liesl Shurtliff

Land of Stories (series) by Chris Colfer

Once Upon a Toad – Heather Vogel Frederick (based on Diamonds & Toads)
Princess Tales (series) by Gail Carson Levine
Rapunzel’s Revenge by Shannon Hale
Return to Auggie Hobble by Lane Smith (various fairy tales)
Sisters Grimm (series) – Michael Buckley (based on various fairy tales)

Sabrina and Daphne are sent to live with their grandma, who they’ve never met, after their parents mysteriously vanish. They are startled to learn that they are descended from the famous Brothers Grimm, and that they now live among the characters from all the fairytales they grew up listening to. Part mystery, part fantasy-adventure, part fairy-tale, The Sisters Grimm is a perfect series for upper elementary school children and young (or young-at-heart) fans of Once Upon a Time TV show.

Snow in Summer – Jane Yolen (based on Snow White)
A Tale Dark and Grimm (series) – Adam Gidwitz (based on various fairy tales)
Tale of Two Castles – Gail Carson Levine (based on Puss in Boots)
Twice Upon a Time (series) -Wendy Mass
Tyme (new series) –Megan Morrison
Valiant by Sarah McGuire (based on The Brave Little Tailor)
You Choose: Fractured Fairy Tales (series)
Whatever After (series) -Sarah Mlynowski
Wide-Awake Princess (series) -E.D. Baker

Teen Books

Ash & Bramble -Sarah Prineas (based on various fairy tales)
Between the Lines / Off the Page -Jodi Picoult
Bewitching – Alex Flinn (based on Cinderella)
Bound – Donna Jo Napoli (based on Cinderella)
Cloaked – Alex Flinn (based on various fairy tales)
The Cottage in the Woods by Katherine Coville (based on Goldilocks and the Three Bears)

Curse of the Thirteenth Fey – Jane Yolen (based on Sleeping Beauty)
Dark Shimmer by Donna Jo Napoli (based on Snow White)
East – Edith Pattou (based on East of the Sun, West of the Moon)
Entwined – Heather Dixon (based on The Twelve Dancing Princesses)
The Golden Braid by Melanie Dickerson
Kill Me Softly / Tear You Apart – Sarah Cross (based on Sleeping Beauty)
Lies, Knives and Girls in Red Dresses – Ron Koertge (based on various fairy tales)

The Lunar Chronicles (series) – Marissa Meyer

Mechanica by Betsy Cornwell (based on Cinderella)

Mirrored by Alex Flinn (based on Snow White)

Poisoned Apples: Poems for You, My Pretty by Christine Heppermann

Princess of the Midnight Ball – Jessica Day George (based on The Twelve Dancing Princesses)

Princess of the Silver Woods by Jessica Day George (based on Little Red Riding Hood)

The Rose and the Beast: Fairy Tales Retold by Francesca Lia Block

The Sleeper and the Spindle by Neil Gaiman (based on Sleeping Beauty)

Spelled by Betsy Schow (various fairy tales)

Stitching Snow – R.C. Lewis (based on Snow White)

Sweetly – Jackson Pearce (based on Hansel and Gretel)

Unfortunate Fairy Tale (series) by Chanda Hahn

A Wicked Thing by Rhiannon Thomas (based on Sleeping Beauty)

The Wrath and the Dawn by Renee Ahdieh (based on Arabian Nights)

http://tinyurl.com/BCLReadsKids